TORONTO -- Harry Sherwood has rejoined COG as a project manager for fuel channel and spacer life management (FCLM and SLM). Harry’s first day in this role was Monday, Nov. 18 and he will serve in this capacity while Thanuja Janathasing is on maternity leave.

Harry holds a bachelor of mechanical engineering from Carleton University and has almost 40 years of experience in the nuclear industry.

He began his career working at Ontario Hydro as an assistant technical supervisor for the Pickering A Fuel Handling Technical Unit, followed by 10 years as a project engineer in retubing, fuel channel inspection and maintenance. In 1988, Harry became a section manager, where he oversaw a variety of divisions – from inspection and technical services programming to project support. Harry also worked for five years as an internal audit professional at Ontario Power Generation. His previous stint at COG was from 2013 to 2017, when he served as a project manager, solely focused on fuel channel life management.

Harry will provide valuable support to the FCLM and SLM projects.
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